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Abstract
This paper studies the use of blade tip sensors for load reductions and bladetower clearance control. Typically, modern blade tip sensors measure flapwise
tip deflection distances at a high sampling rate, and such measurements can be
utilised as feedback signals for control operations. Thus, this paper proposes a
novel blade pitch control design based on the tip deflection measurements and
individual pitch control (IPC). Firstly, an IPC system design is presented, using the tip deflection measurements to alleviate turbine fatigue loads caused by
differential loads such as wind shear, yaw misalignment and turbulence. Secondly, a novel implementation of IPC with tip trajectory tracking feature is
proposed where the blade tips are guided along a fixed trajectory to maximise
blade-tower clearance. The motivation of this implementation is to reduce the
chance of blade-tower interactions for large and flexible rotors. The presented
controller is implemented in HAWC2, and high fidelity load measurements are
produced using the DTU10MW reference wind turbine. The simulation results
showed that the fatigue damage reduction on key turbine components and the
improved blade-tower clearance can be achieved simultaneously. Lifetime equivalent load reductions were seen in both rotating and fixed frame components
under the normal operating conditions.
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Nomenclature
ψ

Rotor azimuth angle [rad]

θi

Pitch angle of the ith blade [deg]

θ̄

Collective pitch demand [deg]

θ̃i

Individual pitch control demand of the ith blade [deg]

yi

Flapwise tip deflection of ith blade [m]

ȳ

Mean flapwise tip deflection [m]

ỹi

Flapwise tip deflection purturbation of the ith blade [m]

d(t)/d(s)

Disturbance signal [rad]

P (s)

Blade pitch angle to tip deflection transfer function [m/rad]

C(s)

Controller transfer function [rad/m]

F (s)

Precompensator transfer function [-]

S(s)

Sensitivity function [rad/m]

T (s)

Complimentary Sensitivity function [rad/m]

Kp

Proportional gain

a

Lead compensator shape constant

T

lead compensator time constant

r(t)/r(s)

Target tip deflection reference signal [m]

r̃(t)/r̃(s)

Compensated target tip deflection reference signal [m]

Ar

Target reference signal amplitude [m]

α

Tip deflection reference signal scale factor [-]

β

Tip deflection reference signal phase shift [rad]

fnp

n times per revolution frequency [rad/s]

Llt

Lifetime equivalent load [kNm]
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1. Introduction
Wind energy technology has seen remarkable growth in recent decades and
continues to push boundaries in efficiency and levelised cost of energy. In the
5

battle to reduce the cost of energy, turbine rotors are being upscaled with larger,
lighter, and more flexible designs. Two major constraints of modern turbine
design are component fatigue stress and blade-tower clearance, both of which
become more significant for larger turbine designs. As the blades sweep through
the air, large differential forces are experienced in the blade roots and the rotor
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shaft [1]. The resulting stresses, caused by wind shear, tower shadow, yaw
misalignment, nacelle tilt and turbulence, result in accumulated fatigue damage,
and can reduce the operating lifetime of the turbine components [2].
Although these differential loads have been thoroughly investigated in literature, the control systems used in modern wind turbines are typically designed
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with the assumption of uniform blade loading across the rotor plane. Specifically, collective pitch control (CPC) is the standard approach to regulate rotor
speed and power output above rated wind speeds despite being ineffective at
alleviating blade loads. This is the motivation behind individual pitch control
(IPC), where each blade is subject to a different pitch angle depending on the
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rotational position of the rotor.
The IPC is typically achieved through feedback control using strain gauge
measurements. For a standard large-scale three-bladed turbine, strain gauge
measurements from each of the three blades are periodic/rotating. It is often that in the literature [3, 4], Coleman transformations [5] are employed to
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simplify the linear blade dynamic model mapping the blade pitch to the blade
load measurements. By doing so, the control problem becomes linear timeinvariant, and standard proportional-integral (PI) control can be easily performed to balance the loading over the rotor and thus reduce fatigue loads.
This transformation technique was originated from the field of helicopter rotor
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control [5] and similar methods such as direct-quadrature transformation were
also widely studied in the field of electrical machines and power electronics [6].

3

In the field of wind energy control, Coleman-transformed IPC has been widely
studied over the past two decades (e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10]) and some successful field
tests of Coleman-transformed IPC implementation have been reported [11, 12].
35

Nonetheless, there also exist many variations of IPC design in the literature. For
example, the work by [13] proposed a single blade control architecture, where
each blade is equipped with its own controller and transformations are not required. The authors in [14] suggested another control architecture where Clarke
transformations are employed. In this work, we utilise the single blade control
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architecture.
Often in the literature, the IPC strategies focus mainly on load reductions
and little attention is placed on the effect on blade-tower clearance. In particular, the IPC, which only focuses on blade loads, tends to deteriorate the
blade-tower clearance, resulting in a reduction of the margin of safety required
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to avoid tower strikes, which is of particular importance for large rotors [15].
The key contribution of this paper is to tackle this shortcoming in IPC.
Specifically, we propose a modified control strategy that not only can reduce
the fatigue damage on the blade and other key turbine components, but also
can actively increase blade-tower clearance. This is achieved by introducing a
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reference signal which the controller tracks in addition to minimising oscillations
in the blade. By doing so, the controller is able to achieve both fatigue load
reductions and increased tower clearance.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the background on IPC and control architecture are presented. Section 3 outlines the
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HAWC2 simulation setup. In Section 4, the wind turbine model is determined
using system identification methods. In Section 5, the proposed IPC design
for load reductions and blade-tower clearance is presented and tuned based on
the identified turbine model. The performance of the controller in achieving
reduced fatigue loads and increased tower clearance is evaluated in Section 6.
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It is followed by conclusions in Section 7.

4

2. Background on IPC and Control Architecture

Figure 1: Block diagram of wind turbine control architecture with both collective pitch control (CPC) and individual pitch control (IPC). The CPC regulates rotor speed while the IPC
attenuates flapwise tip deflection perturbations as well as increasing tower clearance. Additional inputs to the turbine, such as wind loading and generator torque, are accounted for in
the term d(t).

In general, the IPC system is implemented by superimposing the IPC pitch
demands over the pitch demands of the collective pitch controller (CPC), shown
in Figure 1 [16, 17, 18]. It is important that the IPC, which is designed for load
65

reduction and increased tower clearance, is decoupled from the CPC whose purpose is to regulate the power output and rotor speed variation above rated wind
speeds. In Figure 1, the individual pitch control system operates with purturbations only (θ̃ and ỹ). Thus, the decoupling is performed by ensuring the mean of
the three IPC pitch demands is zero. This ensures there is minimal influence on
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the power output of the turbine. Consequently, the blade pitch angles and the
blade tip deflections are defined in terms of a mean and a purturbation term:
θ1 (t) = θ̄(t) + θ̃1 (t),

(1a)

y1 (t) = ȳ(t) + ỹ1 (t),

(1d)

θ2 (t) = θ̄(t) + θ̃2 (t),

(1b)

y2 (t) = ȳ(t) + ỹ2 (t),

(1e)

θ3 (t) = θ̄(t) + θ̃3 (t),

(1c)

y3 (t) = ȳ(t) + ỹ3 (t),

(1f)

5

where
3

θ̄(t) =

1X
θi (t),
3 i=1

ȳ(t) =

1X
yi (t),
3 i=1

(1g)

3

(1h)

and θ̄ and ȳ represent the CPC pitch demand and the mean tip deflection
respectively.
The relationship between the perturbation in the blade pitch angle θ̃i and
75

blade tip displacement ỹi can be modelled by a transfer function P (s), that is
obtained by linearising the turbine dynamics about the rated rotor speed and
an operating wind speed. In Figure 2, the control-oriented linear model of the
blade tip dynamics P (s) is presented with feedback interconnected with the
linear controller C(s).
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As the IPC controls all three turbine blades simultaneously, it is common for
a system transformation to be performed in order to simplify the control system. This study uses single blade control instead of the more commonly used
Coleman transformation based control [17]. This method has the advantage of
being simple to implement and assumes each blade is uncoupled. For a three
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bladed turbine, three identical single-input single-output (SISO) controllers can
be cascaded to determine the pitch demands (Figure 3). Additionally, the controller does not require the rotor azimuth angle as a measurement. Single blade
control has been successfully implemented in simulation in [13] and [19].

Figure 2: Linear block diagram representing the feedback interconnection between the blade
pitch angle to tip deflection system (P (s)) and the IPC controller (C(s)) for a single blade.

The use of single blade control over Coleman transform-based control is jus6
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tified on a theoretical basis. The Coleman transform transforms the stresses
or tip deflection measurements from the rotating frame of reference to the stationary frame of reference. When used in a control system, the measurements
for the three blades are decomposed into a tilt and yaw component, where the
control action is performed. Coleman transform-based control typically assumes
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the tilt and yaw axes are decoupled, which can cause problems in the control
design. Lu et al. [16] provides a mathematical formulation of the tilt-yaw coupling, showing that the assumption that tilt and yaw are decoupled does not
hold in certain scenarios and therefore requires further attention in the control
design process. Furthermore, the transformation itself is nonlinear, causing a
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frequency shift in the transformed domain. In particular, the f1p blade loads
are shifted to f0p and f2p in the fixed frame. Similarly, f3p oscillations in the
fixed frame manifest themselves as f2p and f4p oscillations in the rotating frame
[16, 18, 20]. These effects can cause poor control performance if they are not
taken into account in the design process.
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To overcome these issues, single blade control (Figure 3) is performed instead.
It is shown in [20] that a single blade control law can be converted to an equivalent Coleman transform-based control law, and that these equivalent controllers
yield identical performance. The advantage of designing the controller in this
110

way is that the converted single blade controller already takes into account the
effects tilt-yaw coupling, which is often overlooked in Coleman transform-based
control design. For this reason, it is chosen to explore the single blade control
which treats each blade as an independent system. Each individual blade with
IPC can be modelled as the closed loop system shown in Figure 2.
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3. Simulation Setup
The aeroelastic code HAWC2, which is able to simulate wind turbine responses in the time domain, is used in this study. HAWC2 is able to couple the
turbine structural dynamics, the aerodynamic forces from the wind, and the

7

Figure 3: Single blade transform block diagram. The pitch demand for each blade, θ̃i , is
determined only from the measurement of that blade, ỹi .

control system to produce high fidelity simulation data [21, 22, 23]. Multi-body
120

beam elements are used to model the structure of the turbine. The rotor aerodynamics is calculated using a blade element momentum theory formulation,
and the turbulence is generated using the Mann turbulence model [24]. Time
series data of the bending moments of various components, tip deflection of the
blades, and blade pitch angle signals are collected and analysed in this work to
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evaluate and verify the effectiveness of the IPC control system.
The DTU10MW Reference Wind Turbine Model is used in this study for
the design and testing of the control systems [25]. The standard controller used
for this turbine is the Basic DTU Wind Energy controller described in [26].
The IPC controllers analysed in this study are designed to extend the standard
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controller. Some of the key specifications used in this study are tabulated in
Table 1.
During the lifetime of a wind turbine, the most frequent operation conditions
are the normal operation condition under the normal turbulence. This is defined
in the IEC 61400 standards as DLC1.1 and DLC1.2 for ultimate load and fatigue
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load analysis, respectively [27]. Therefore, DLC1.2 is selected for this paper in
order to analyze the controller performance related to the fatigue load and
blade-tower clearance.

8

Table 1: DTU10MW Reference Wind Turbine Model Key Parameters.

Parameter
Wind regime
Rated power output
Rated wind speed

Value
IEC Class 1A
10MW
11.4 m/s

Rotor diameter

178.3m

Hub height

119.0m

Minimum rotor speed
Rated rotor speed

6 RPM (0.1Hz)
9.6 RPM (0.16Hz)

4. System identification of the blade tip dynamics
In order to design the IPC, a linearised model of the transfer function, P (s)
is first determined. P (s) encapsulates the dynamics between the pitch angle demand of a single blade and the flapwise tip deflection of the blade, and therefore
includes the dynamics from the pitch actuator, blade structure, aerodynamic
forces and the tip deflection sensor itself. The transfer function estimation is
performed in Matlab [28] using the time series data plotted in Figure 4, which
are the response of the blade tip displacement at varying wind speeds (lower
plots) to a step change in blade pitch input (upper plot) given that the turbine is
operating at the steady-state. Further simplifications are also made by assuming no wind shear, tower shadow, turbulence or nacelle tilt to isolate the effect
of pitch angle on blade tip deflection. The time series input and output are
run through the spafdr function (spectral analysis with frequency-dependent
resolution) to obtain an estimate for the frequency response of each time series. This allows the system identification to be performed in the frequency
domain, which provides a smoother and more consistent transfer function than
the time domain system identification methods. The spafdr function uses a
similar method outlined by Ljung [29]. First, the autospectrum of the discrete
input signal, Φxx (ω), as well as the cross spectrum, Φxy (ω) are estimated. The
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frequency response of black-box system, P (z) is estimated as:
P (ejω ) =

Φxy (ω)
.
Φxx (ω)

(2)

The estimated frequency response is run through the tfest function to find
the best fitting transfer function coefficients. The tfest is able to estimate a
continuous-time transfer function given a discrete frequency domain input and
output signal using quadrature-based vector fitting [30]. Among the various
transfer function structures tested, a transfer function with four poles and three
zeros was found to fit most appropriately, defined as follows:
P (s) =

−11.93s3 + 23.92s2 + 1621.75s + 1018.02
.
s4 + 4.91s3 + 27.69s2 + 35.08s + 29.14

(3)

Figure 5 shows the bode plot corresponding to the fitted plant transfer functions
140

for various wind speeds. The system behaves similar to a low pass filter, implying
that high frequency pitching is attenuated due to the system dynamics. It can
also be seen that the blade models in the above rated wind speed closely match,
that implies a gain-scheduling design might not be necessary. In contrast, the
model in the below rated wind speed shows some deviations, which is a result
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of the changing turbine dynamics due to the varying rotor speed. A separate
design is needed for the below rated wind speed conditions.

5. Control Design
5.1. Load Reductions
Each blade is fitted with an independent and identical pitch controller and
precompensator, C(s) and F (s) as shown in Figure 2. The controller C(s)
is designed for disturbance rejection by ensuring frequency components with
the largest contribution to fatigue loads are not passed through the system.
This is achieved with loop shaping to minimise the sensitivity function S(s) at
key frequencies while maintaining a minimum stability margin. The sensitivity
function S(s) is defined as follows:
S(s) =

1
.
1 + P (s)C(s)
10

(4)

Figure 4: Time series of IPC pitch demand (top figure) and their corresponding flapwise tip
deflection perturbation response at various wind speeds.

Load reductions in both rotating components (i.e. blades) and non-rotating
150

components (main bearing, tower, etc.) are achieved by attenuating flapwise
blade tip deflection fluctuations which modulate at both once per revolution
(f1p ) and twice per revolution (f2p ) frequencies. f1p fluctuations (1.005 rad/s)
are significant to blade loads, whereas f2p fluctuations contribute to fixed-frame
component loads as the oscillation is modulated to a load at f3p in the fixed
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frame. Higher order oscillations are not considered as the majority of the fluctuation energy is concentrated at f1p and f2p frequencies, and to avoid exceeding
pitch rate limits of the pitch actuator.
The IPC utilises the transfer function C(s), as defined in Equation (5),
consisting of two band pass filters and two identical lead compensators, defined

11

Figure 5: Bode plot of fitted transfer functions between IPC pitch demand and flapwise tip
deflection purturbation at varying wind speeds.

as follows:

C(s) = Kp

s2 + 2ζ1 ω1 s + ω12
s2 + 2ζ2 ω2 s + ω22



s2 + 2ζ3 ω3 s + ω32
s2 + 2ζ4 ω4 s + ω42



1 − aT s
1 − Ts

2
.

(5)

The band pass filters with the parameters ωi and ζi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are tuned
to target the f1p and f2p frequencies. To compensate for the lag introduced
160

by the band pass filters, two identical lead compensators, with shape and time
parameters, a and T , are included. a, T , as well as the proportional gain, Kp ,
are tuned using loop shaping techniques to ensure closed loop robustness and
adequate attenuation of the target frequencies [31]. Consequently the gain of
the systems sensitivity function S(s), mapping d(s) to ỹ(s) in Figure 7, is tuned
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to be particularly low at the f1p and f2p frequencies. The lead compensator
parameters are chosen to maximise the stability margin sm (P, C) defined as the
minimum distance between the Nyquist plot of the feedback system and the
critical point, s = −1 [32]:

sm (P (s), C(s)) = min |P (jω)C(jω) + 1|.
ω

The parameters used for the controller, C(s), are listed in Table 2.
12

(6)

Table 2: The parameters for the IPC controller C(s).
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Kp

ω1

ω2

ω3

ω4

0.043

0.955 rad/s

1.568 rad/s

2.010 rad/s

3.016 rad/s

ζ1

ζ2

ζ3

ζ4

a

T

0.15

0.1

0.1

0.3

13.928

0.267

5.2. Blade-tower Clearance
The main principle behind increasing tower clearance is to guide the blade
tips along a preset trajectory. This is essentially a tracking problem. Tracking
problems in a single-input-single-outing (SISO) system typically can be solved
by employing a simple proportional-integral (PI) feedback control design. How-
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ever, in this study, the IPC feedback controller is constructed in a way to attenuate the blade loads at f1p and f2p frequencies. The tracking feature is then
added on the pre-determined closed-loop system. Thus, it is critical to design
the precompensator F (s) carefully.
The transfer function of the precompensator, F (s), is designed such that
the tip deflection output tracks the reference signal, r(s). To demonstrate this
concept, consider Figure 6, which shows an example of the target tip deflection
reference signal and the compensated reference signal for each blade, where the
blue lines represent the desired tip deflection trajectory for a single blade as a
function of rotor azimuth angle. The desired trajectory is a sinusoid with a f1p
frequency such that the peak is located at the azimuth angle where the blades
are pointing downwards as to maximise tower clearance, defined as follows:
r1 (t) = Ar cos (ψ(t)) ,


2π
r2 (t) = Ar cos ψ(t) +
,
3


4π
,
r3 (t) = Ar cos ψ(t) +
3

(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

where ψ denotes the rotor azimuth angle, and ri (t) the reference signal of the
ith blade. The amplitude of the desired tip deflection trajectory represented

13

by the value Ar is chosen arbitrarily to introduce the desired amount of tower
clearance. To achieve this desired trajectory, a compensated reference signal,
r̃(t) is subjected to the control loop, shown by the orange dashed line in Figure
6. The compensated reference signal has a phase lead, β, and a scaling factor,
α, relative to the desired tip deflection trajectory. The compensated reference
signals are defined as follows:
Ar
cos (ψ(t) − β) ,
α


2π
Ar
cos ψ(t) +
−β ,
r̃2 (t) =
α
3


4π
Ar
cos ψ(t) +
−β .
r̃3 (t) =
α
3

r̃1 (t) =

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

Figure 6: Example of the target tip deflection reference signal, r(t), and the compensated
reference signal, r̃(t) for each blade.

The values of α and β are determined by tuning F (s) from the complemen14

tary sensitivity function such that the gain and phase of the output matches the
gain and phase of the reference signal. As the reference signal is a sinusoidal
oscillating at a frequency of f1p , it is sufficient to design F (s) such that only f1p
frequency components are compensated correctly. By doing so, it is assumed
that F (s) is a constant with a complex value.

Consider the transfer function between the reference signal, r(s) and the tip
deflection, ỹ(s), also known as the complimentary sensitivity function, T (s).
P (s)C(s)
ỹ(s)
= F (s)
.
r(s)
1 + P (s)C(s)

T (s) =

(9)

Figure 7 shows that the magnitude of the complimentary sensitivity function
T (s) is less than 1 (or 0 dB), implying that the controller would not be able
to track a reference signal r(t) at the frequency f1p if F (s) = 1. To ensure the
output tracks the reference, the complimentary sensitivity function T (s) needs
to be 0 dB magnitude with phase of 0 degree at that frequency. Thus, to find
the right precompensator F (s) at frequency f1p , The complimentary sensitivity
function T (s) was set to 1 in left hand side of Equation (9). Evaluating the
right hand side of Equation (9) at the reference signal frequency (s = j2πf1p )
yields:
1 = F (j2πf1p )αejβ ,

(10)

where α and β are real numbers and aejβ is a known complex number in expo180

nential form such that

αejβ =

P (j2πf1p )C(j2πf1p )
.
1 + P (j2πf1p )C(j2πf1p )

(11)

The values of α and β can be obtained directly from Figure 7. α equals the
magnitude at f1p , and β equals the phase at f1p .

Rearranging Equation (10) yields:
F (j2πf1p ) = e−jβ /α.

15

(12)

If this condition is true, then y(s) will track r(s) with the same magnitude
and phase. Specifically, α = 1/|T (f1p )| and β = 6 (T (f1p )). Hence r̃(t) can be
explicitly defined as a function of rotor azimuth in Equation (8).

Figure 7: Magnitude plot of sensitivity function, S(s), and complimentary sensitivity function,
T (s) corresponding to the closed loop IPC system (F (s) = 1).

6. Results
185

6.1. Disturbance Rejection
The controller is initially implemented with no tip trajectory tracking (TTT)
(Ar = 0m) to represent an IPC designed for disturbance rejection only. Figure
8 shows the frequency sensitivity of the simulated results over all operating
wind speeds. In this figure, the contours represent the change in tip deflection
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magnitude for a given wind speed and frequency component as a result of using
IPC. The tip deflection magnitudes are determined by performing the discrete
Fourier transform on the tip deflection time series data.
The controller is successfully able to attenuate f1p and f2p tip deflection
oscillation amplitudes above the rated wind speed of 11.4m/s (by 67.88% and
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59.00% respectively at U = 18m/s). The attenuated frequency bands correspond to the sensitivity function of the controller shown in Figure 7. A slight
amplification in frequencies above f4p can also be observed, and is also predicted
16

from the sensitivity function. This amplification is an unavoidable consequence
of Bode’s theorem, which states the integral of the logarithmic magnitude of a
200

sensitivity function is zero for a single-input single-output stable system. Therefore, a trade-off must be made between disturbance attenuation in amplification
over all frequency ranges [33]. Due to the low energy content in these frequency
ranges compared to f1p and f2p , this amplification is considered insignificant
with regards to fatigue loads.
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The ability of the controller to attenuate f1p and f2p degrades below rated
wind speed due to the shift in rotor speed. This is a result of the set frequency
response of the controller, which is tuned for the rated rotational frequency. It
can be expanded to consider all range of rotor speeds by gain scheduling the
controller, which is a topic for future work.

Figure 8: Change in tip deflection magnitude as a function of wind speed and frequency from
HAWC2 simulations.
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6.2. Tip trajectory tracking
Reference signals with different tracking amplitudes were tested for Ar between 0m and 4m. Figure 9 shows the tip deflection results of the HAWC2
17

simulations for the first blade, showing the controller is able to successfully
track the reference signal (red dotted line) with comparable phase and ampli215

tude. Although the standard deviation of the tracking error is less than 0.764m
for the tested values of Ar , it should be noted that the simulations assume an
ideal tip deflection sensor. In more realistic settings, the sensor dynamics and
noise need to be taken into account in the controller design process.
To better investigate the effects of TTT on tower clearance including effects
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of blade pitching and tower motion, the minimum passing distance between each
blade and the tower is recorded and plotted in Figure 10 showing the distribution of tower clearance for each passing event. It is interesting to note that the
average tower clearances when using standard IPC (Ar = 0m) is less than the
CPC case alone. The effects of wind shear and tower shadow tend to be benefi-
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cial for tower clearance by causing the blades to naturally deflect away from the
tower due to the added wind deficit. By introducing IPC, this beneficial effect
is counteracted. As a consequence of overcoming these effects, standard IPC
controllers tend to decrease tower clearance despite having load reduction capabilities. By introducing TTT with Ar = 1m, the tower clearance distributions
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(minimum and mean) can be increased to the CPC level and beyond. Further
increases in Ar cause a corresponding increase in tower clearance.

Figure 9: Flapwise tip deflection perturbation as a function of rotor azimuth angle for varying
tip trajectory set points (from HAWC2 simulations).
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Figure 10: Probability distribution of minimum passing distance between blade tips and tower
(from HAWC2 simulations).

6.3. Fatigue Load Reductions
Fatigue loads are quantified using the 1Hz damage equivalent load which is
calculated using the rainflow counting algorithm [34]. A Wöhler exponent of
235

10 and 4 are used for calculating fatigue loads for the turbine blades and main
shaft respectively. By designing the controller to attenuate both f1p and f2p
blade oscillations, the turbine experiences lower 1 Hz equivalent fatigue loads in
both the blade roots (flapwise) and in the main shaft when no tracking is used
(Ar = 0m, Figure 11). These load reductions are most significant above rated
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wind speeds when comparing to the CPC only case. Further improvements in
the below rated region can be achieved with gain scheduling of the controller,
as mentioned above.
When TTT is introduced, an f1p oscillation in the blades is induced, having
the effect of increasing blade fatigues loads. Shown in Figure 11, the blade
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fatigue loads increase monotonically with Ar . However, for Ar ≤ 2m, the 1Hz
equivalent flapwise blade loads are less than the CPC only case, showing that
both TTT and load reductions can be achieved simultaneously if Ar is below a
threshold value. The lifetime damage equivalent loads, shown in Table 3, are
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calculated by taking the weighted average of the 1Hz damage equivalent load,
250

where the weighting is a Weibull distribution (A = 11.28, k = 2) corresponding
to a Class IA wind conditions defined in IEC 61400 [27]. The results confirm
that tip trajectory set point of Ar = 2 can be set while still maintaining lower
blade loads than the CPC case.
The shaft load reductions show negligible change due to increases in Ar . This
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is a benefit of choosing a sinusoidal reference signal with a frequency of f1p as
described in Equation 8. The 120o phase difference in each blade signal results
in a load cancellation between the three blades as the moments are modulated
from the rotating frame to the fixed frame of reference. This prevents oscillations
in the fixed frames and therefore causes no change to the fixed frame fatigue
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loads.

Figure 11: Fatigue loads of various turbine components for a range of wind speeds and tip
trajectory set points.

Despite the reduced blade and main shaft loads, it is important to consider
the corresponding effect on pitch activity and pitch bearing loads. In Figure
12, the pitch rate probability distribution and the blade root torsion equivalent
load are shown as a representation of pitch bearing activity and fatigue loads.
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The blade root torsion equivalent loads show a similar pattern to that of the
blade flapwise loads, where values of Ar less than 2 show a load decrease. Large
values of Ar show a significant increase in loads, especially near rated wind
speed. The pitch rate probability distribution is shown for a wind speed of

20

Figure 12: Left: Blade pitching rate probability distribution (ind speed = 12m/s). Right:
Blade root torsion damage equivalent loads for varying tip trajectory set points.

12m/s to represent the most sever case which occurs near rated wind speed,
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and demonstrates that the pitch rate remains within the limit suggested by [2]
of 10o /s.
6.4. Effect on Annual Energy Production (AEP)
The AEP is estimated by taking the weighted average of power production
over the operating wind speeds, where the weighting is the same Weibull dis-
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tribution used in the lifetime equivalent load calculations above. Theoretically,
Table 3: Lifetime equivalent loads, Llt , [kN m] of TTT controller for varying tip trajectory
set points. Percent change is based on the CPC case.

Ar = 0
Llt
Blade (flap)

% chng

Ar = 1
Llt

Ar = 2

% chng

Llt

% chng

Ar = 3

Ar = 4

Llt

% chng

Llt

% chng

13942

-25.10

15744

-15.42

18218

-2.13

20965

+12.63

23872

+28.25

Main Bearing (tilt)

8675

-13.19

8706

-12.89

8762

-12.33

8799

-11.96

8908

-10.87

Main Bearing (yaw)

7636

-17.88

7633

-17.91

7649

-17.73

7680

-17.40

7763

-16.51

21

IPC has no impact on the power output of a wind turbine. This is a result of the
decoupling between the IPC and the CPC by ensuring θ̃1 (t) + θ̃2 (t) + θ̃3 (t) = 0.
In practice, there are discrepancies in the wind field and turbine dynamics which
cause a decrease in AEP as Ar is increased. Tabulated in Table 4, it can be
280

seen that AEP tends to decrease for larger values of Ar . This is also the case for
standard IPC (Ar = 0). It should be noted that the AEP calculations assume
that the IPC is active at all times, and therefore the reduction in AEP may be
less significant if the IPC is active during high risk periods only.
Table 4: Change in AEP for varying tip trajectory set points, assuming TTT is activated at
all times.

CPC and TTT
Controller
Change in AEP

CPC only
0.00%

Ar = 0m

Ar = 1m

Ar = 2m

Ar = 3m

Ar = 4m

-0.39%

-0.23%

-0.31%

-0.68%

-1.35%

7. Conclusions
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The key contribution of this paper is to propose an individual pitch control (IPC) strategy based on tip deflection sensors. Such a strategy can reduce
the fatigue load on the blade and other key turbine components, while actively
increasing the blade-tower clearance. Specifically, the novel IPC design is constructed based on a linear blade tip deflection model estimated using system
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identification techniques. The IPC is then tuned to target the key load frequencies f1p and f2p , in order to achieve load reductions in both rotating and
non-rotating turbine components. Furthermore, the proposed IPC is modified
to increase the blade-tower clearance. The key to this modification is that the
reference signal is adjusted with the compensated magnitude and phase. High
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fidelity simulations upon a non-linear turbine model (DTU10MW) showed the
proposed control method achieved significant load reductions whilst maintaining an increase of 2m in the minimal distance between the blade-tip and tower
over the operating wind conditions.
22

The presented controller is relevant in wind turbine design optimisation,
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where it could be possible to reduce the rotor mass, cone angle and tilt angle
while maintaining a safe blade-tower clearance distance by using active tip deflection control. Alternatively, the blade length can be extended to increase the
rotor area, resulting in higher annual energy production. The potential decrease
in levelised cost of energy must be weighed against the increased pitch activ-
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ity required to perform tip deflection control, and is a topic for future research
work.
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